WPC ECO HOUSE
For Eco-Friendly Wood Plastic Composite Products

www.wpcecohouse.com
info@wpcecohouse.com
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The CEO’s Message

W

elcome to WPC Eco House. As you browse through our catalog,
We hope you will gain a greater comprehension of the attributes
that distinguish our company as a leading manufacturer of sustainable,
environmentally friendly WPC products. Our company has been eager to
manufacture and supply the best WPC materials as an exceptional alternative
to natural organic wood since the beginning of our production. The outstanding
material properties such as thermal insulation, fading and UV resistance, humidity
resistance, anti-scratch, and wear and tear resistance make it a proper solution
for interior and exterior applications, and we are more than enthusiastic to
manufacture and distribute these products to countries in the Middle East region.

WPC Eco House has always believed that each market requires a unique approach,
thus, we established special design criteria for our Middle Eastern clients, taking into
account the high temperatures and humidity. All of our raw materials and additives are
engineered to endure these obstacles
Our primary goal is to ensure that our clients’ needs are addressed with the highest
degree of quality and assurance while paying the least amount of money possible.
A rising world necessitates lighter, more efficient, and inventive decor materials, while
manufacturing eco-friendly products satisfies our earth. We use our cutting-edge
technology and innovation to create high-quality products in order to protect and sustain

We can fully guarantee the quality of our products to our clients as a result of
the distinguished additives and high-quality raw materials that we employ in our
products. Maintenance-free products with long-lasting durability and no color
fading regardless of what weather conditions they are subjected to. As a result,
we are committed to providing customers with high-quality materials at affordable
rates, without the ongoing maintenance expenditures that similar products
might require. All of our products are designed and constructed to withstand any
climatic conditions, makes them ideal for use in high-humidity locations such as
kitchens and bathrooms, as well as in adverse weather situations such as rain,
cold, and heat, such as in the middle east region. We are continuously working
towards making your home more eco-friendly and a better place to live, and thus to
reduce the cost of energy bills.

the environment we all share.
We believe that each tree that is cut down to manufacture furniture belongs not to this
generation, but to future generations, and that protecting it is a moral imperative that
should be everyone’s responsibility and dedication.
Our commitments at WPC ECO HOUSE are to provide exceptional customer service
while living our core values include being excellence in everything, leading by example,
integrity and transparency, and customer and employee focus.
Looking ahead, we are focused on accelerating the execution of our growth strategy,
while continuing to build on the strength of our brand in helping our clients by being
innovative and bringing positive changes to the communities in which we work and live.

We have achieved our customers’ trust and appreciation for one simple reason: we

“ IF YOU LOVE SOMETHING, IT WILL WORK.
THAT IS THE ONLY REAL RULE ”.
Bunny Williams

have an extraordinary team of experts in their domains who pursue a strong ethos

I am incredibly excited about this journey and strongly believe that the best of WPC Eco

in everything they do. We bring enthusiasm, pride, and expertise to the table.

House is yet to come.
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F

or decades, people have been cutting down trees to meet their need and demand for building materials. Wood decays
as an organic material due to fungi, insects, and wetting and drying, becoming a breeding ground for bacteria and a
pleasant meal for termites. Another reason to avoid utilizing wood as a building material would be that chopping down trees
is hazardous to our ecosystem, since it causes deforestation, which accelerates global warming.

WPC Product Benefits
01

Natural Wood
Aesthetic.

04

UV and Weather
Resistant.

02

Tough Inside,
Smoother Outside.

05

Fire
Retardant.

03

Long Lasting.

06

Trmite and
Rot Proof.

H

ere comes WPC, as revolutionary alternatives to wooden building products, we introduce our products, which are made of
Wood-Polymer Composite materials. Our WPC products are resistant to decay and other biological types of deterioration,
have good environmental resistance, great physical and strength qualities, are maintenance free, and endure a long time.

Why WPC Eco House ?
•

Exceptional team to bring enthusiasm, pride, and experience together.

•

Exceptiomal customer service.

•

Providing our Clients with a variety of products, sizes and colors to ensure that every individual finds what they are looking for.
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• WPC Product Uses and Benefits
If you are looking to start a construction project in the near future, then you know how hard it can be to find a
building material that meets your requirements. Due to recent innovations, WPC is a new material on the scene
making heads turn and which may just change the future of construction forever.

• What Is The Wood Plastic Composite (WPC)?
WPC is a material created from a unique blend of natural wood and plastic fibers. Sawdust, pulp, bamboo, peanut
hulls and unused woodworking materials, such as bark are combined with plastic powder to form WPC.The fact
that WPC can be created entirely from recycled materials collected from C&D operations, wood product manufacturing facilities, makes it the ultimate recyclable commodity.
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Wood Plastic Composite (WPC) vs. Natural Wood
Wood Plastic Composite (WPC) is one of the latest materials used nowadays and is an option to
replace natural wood. The comparison between the two materials are as follows: ✓

WPC Board can be used as it is and requires no further painting

or polishing.

WPC is created from a substance that starts as a paste, it can be molded to almost any shape and size,

Natural wood needs to be cut to required sizes followed by paint		
ing or polishing.

✓

WPC can be installed instantly.

✓

WPC is split resistant and splinter free.

✓

WPC have high durability and weather resistant, and is not affect				

X

Natural wood is not split resistant and splinter free.

X

Natural wood have low durable and weather resistant.

WPC is a hybrid material which has the quality of wood and ease

X

Wood is a natural material, and the material needs experienced car-

ed by water, snow or heat.
✓

of working like plas-tic.

• Why The WPC?

X

✓

WPC is a sustainable material which uses recycled plastic and

waste wood hence pre-venting the further cutting of trees.
✓

X

Natural wood needs to be finished with polish before hand over 		
or prefinished wood can be used for installation.

penters to work on it so as to give a good finish.
X

Natural wood will eventually result in deforestation.

X

Natural wood is not resistant to mold and insects.

WPC is resistant to mold and insects.

including arched or bent shapes. That innate flexibility extends to color as well, where WPC can be dyed or colored to suit almost any design theme. From a functional standpoint, WPC is moisture-resistant and rot-resistant,
meaning that it will last aesthetically and integrally longer than normal wood. Also, WPC is more heat-resistant
than typical lumber, creating a product that can be used in locations where normal lumber may bend or warp.

The Real Lumber Alternative.
Depending on what material the sawdust is blended with, polyethylene or polypropylene, WPC can be used for a
variety of construction projects in much the same way as natural lumber. Drilling, planning, sanding; it’s all done
just as easily with WPC as it is with wood.

WPC Can Defy the weather changes
Thanks to WPC’s specialized and customizable makeup, the material is uniquely equipped to handle changes in
weather with less damage than the normal material. If you’re looking for a material that will stand the test of time
for your next project, WPC is just the right choice for you.

Thermal Insulation Function of WPC
WPC is a new form of building material that combines aesthetics, energy efficiency, sound insulation,
and fire resistance. Its heat preservation effect is 7 degrees greater than standard wood boards, and
10 degrees higher than paint, reducing the loss of interior temperature and providing a comfortable
home atmosphere in the cold winter and a cool, pleasant environment in the summer.
WPC wallboard is currently the mainstream thermal insulation material in the world. It is mostly used
for walls, doors and windows, exterior walls and other architectural decoration. Through the application
of environmentally friendly thermal insulation materials in the product, WPC wall panels can not only
have the thermal insulation effect in winter, but also have the thermal insulation effect in summer, and
the sound insulation effect can reach 29 decibels.
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• WPC Advantages
01 Termite, mold and insects proof: WPC is 100% termite, mold and insects proof. Which makes it a perfect product for outdoor applications.
We are happy to give a lifetime guarantee on the product against the termite, mold, and insects.

02 Highly moisture resistant and durability: WPC boards are highly moisture-resistant, thus they are suitable for outdoor applications and
for carpentry work in moisture-laden areas such as kitchens and bathrooms. They are highly durable and resistant against external weather issues like fungi.

03 Can take any shape and size with rich looks: Because of highly innovative construction technologies, WPC can be transformed into
any curved or bent shape. Plus, you can cut it in any size with CNC router with even better finish than plywood. With WPC boards you can have a very rich look
with polishing, the looks are even richer in texture and colors. You can easily create doors, windows, and home furnish-ing with WPC boards.

04 Resistant to UV rays – high quality material: WPC boards are resistant to ultra-violet light and its color won’t fade easily and will last
for a long time. They are made in strict mixing ratio including stabilizing agents, modifiers, foaming agents. Such a perfect blend of material makes it a highquality material.

05 Durable: Nails, screws, and other fasteners can achieve a good hold in WPC. You can easily nail screws with the help of conventional tool. It has far
better holding capacity than wood. You can screw and unscrew at the same location multiple times without getting it loose.

06 Highly slip-resistant: Because the WPC boards are slip-resistant, homeowners prefer it for the outdoor deck flooring.
07 Easy Maintenance – no polishing or painting: Still if you prefer, you can apply paint or textures to match your existing style and taste
of your home. Maintenance and clean-ing is very simple and easy.

08 Environmentally friendly and safe product: as no trees are cut to make this product. As WPC is a polymer-based product so it is
self-extinguishing, meaning it won’t ignite the fire when in touch with fire source. It is far more resistant to high temperatures than traditional wood or plywood.
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Decking
Looks & Colors

Your Home, Your Choice, Our Design

• Standard Colors:

WEH-101

WEH-101

TEAK

CEDAR

WEH-101
RED WOOD

WEH-101
COFFEE

WEH-101
CHOCOLATE

WEH-101
GREY

WEH-101
CHARCOAL

• Embossing:

ROUGH

MEDIUM

SOFT

• Texture and Finishes

GROVEED

GRAINED

SANDED

“It’s your call to pick any color, pattern, texture and finishes you like...”
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CODE: WEH12D101
One side thin groove; back side
sanding/wood grain

CODE: WEH12D102

Width: 115 mm
Thick: 19 mm
Weight: 1.95 kg/m

Width: 200 mm
Thick: 20 mm
Weight: 3.21 kg/m

One side thin groove; back side
sanding/wood grain

CODE: WEH12D103
One side thin groove;
back side thick groove

CODE: WEH12D104
One side thin groove; back side
sanding/wood grain

Width: 145 mm
Thick: 21 mm
Weight: 2.3 kg/m

Width: 145 mm
Thick: 21 mm
Weight: 2.6 kg/m

Range of WPC Decking Products

Range of WPC Decking Products
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CODE: WEH12D112
One side thin groove;
back side middle groove

CODE: WEH12D123
One side thin groove;
back side sanding/wood
grain

Width: 140 mm
Thick: 24 mm
Weight: 2.29 kg/m

Width: 140 mm
Thick: 25 mm
Weight: 2.44 kg/m

CODE: WEH12D137

Width: 25 mm
Thick: 40 mm
Weight: 1 kg/m

CODE: WEH12D139

Width: 41 mm
Thick: 41 mm
Weight: 0.7 kg/m
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WPC Eco House Easy Tiles
WPC ECO HOUSE easy tiles are the perfect flooring for Balconies, Verandas, Walk-ways, grass interlocking and any other
outdoor spots. No framework required, just firm sub-floor. Easy tiles are inter-locking, easy to install and long-lasting, refreshing wood lock.
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Decking Panels Accessories
CODE:

201 start clip & screw with M4*30 cross “+”
as one set
screw

CODE:

201 stainless steel with M4*30 cross “+”
screw & clip,decking screw
gap 1~2mm

CODE:

201 stainless steel with M4*30 cross “+”
screw & clip,decking screw
gap 3~4mm

CODE:

201 stainless steel with M4*30 cross “+”
screw & clip,decking screw
gap 7~8mm

CODE:

201 stainless steel
screw & plastic clip

with M4*30 cross “+”
screw

CODE:

Expansion Screw

304 stainless steel expansion screw,M6*60

WEH11T510

WEH11T501

• WPC ECO HOUSE easy tiles
Code: MH12D136

WEH11T507

300 x 300 x 23 mm

WEH11T508

WEH11T503

WEH11T509
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Exterior WPC Cladding
WPC Eco House cladding is highly moisture-resistant
and resistant to ultraviolet light, its color won’t fade
easily and last for long time. Building with our cladding

Tough, but Silky

will look new for long time with out the hassles of the
periodic maintenance. The interlocking assembly ensures no water leaks to the building. The cladding are
made in strict mixing ratio including stabilizing agents,
modifiers, foaming agents; such a perfect blend of
material makes it a high-quality material.

Range of WPC Exterior Cladding Products
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CODE:

Width: 209 mm
Thick: 8 mm
Weight: 2.36 kg/m

CODE:

Width: 72 mm
Thick: 11 mm
Weight: 0.8 kg/m

CODE:

Width: 155 mm
Thick: 21 mm
Weight: 1.95 kg/m

CODE:

Width: 174 mm
Thick: 20.4 mm
Weight: 1.82 kg/m

CODE:

Width: 219 mm
Thick: 26 mm
Weight: 3.15 kg/m

CODE:

Width: 172 mm
Thick: 14.2 mm
Weight: 1.8 kg/m

WEH12C201

WEH12C208

WEH12C212

WEH12C213

WEH12C215

WEH12C216

Interior WPC Cladding
WPC Eco House interior WPC wall cladding can be easily installed with our
simplistic tongue and groove design which requires no professional assistance.
Benefits of our interior wall panels include; authentic, natural & stylish designs,
hygienic, durable, fast and easy installation, cost effective and easily cleaned
and maintained.

Range of WPC Interior Cladding Products
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Range of Products

CODE:

Width: 160 mm
Thick: 24 mm

CODE:

Width: 195 mm
Thick: 11 mm

CODE:

Width: 146 mm
Thick: 7 mm

CODE:

Width: 150 mm
Thick: 10 mm

CODE:

Width: 162 mm
Thick: 8.5 mm

CODE:

Width: 400 mm
Thick: 8 mm

CODE:

Width: 40 mm
Thick: 45 mm

WEH11C201

WEH11C202

WEH11C205

WEH11C208

WEH11C209

WEH11C213

“ GOOD DESIGNS COME FROM THE HEART,
NOT THE BRAIN “.
Danny Sengers

WEH11C215
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Colors
WPC Eco House WPC Board, with its various accents of colour and wood textures,
gives a unique and different touch to your interior and exterior. Showcase your walls
with our unmatchable wall textures and you fall in love with the irresistible gravity of our
ingenious and exquisite texture designs. Celebrate and illuminates your world with our
WPC ultimate and wide range collection.

WEH-108

WEH-109

WEH-110

WEH-111

WEH-112

WEH-113

WEH-115

WEH-116

WEH-117

WEH-118

WEH-119

WEH-120

WEH-122

WEH-123

WEH-124

WEH-114

WEH-121
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